
  

  
Abstract—Considering the characteristics of intermittent 

interruption and long delay of the Delay/Disruption Tolerant 
Network (DTN), to improve the message transmission efficiency, 
a service distinguished routing algorithm based on node 
performance (NPSR) was proposed. The NPSR algorithm 
calculates the delivery probability between nodes based on the 
encounter record. The concept of reference delivery probability 
is introduced to select relay nodes in priority order. When 
forwarding copies, the number of copies is determined 
according to the activity value of nodes. The algorithm is 
different from traditional method in probability prediction, 
with differentiated service introduced, and it can control 
message flow by copies quota. In this way, the efficiency of 
network is improved and the transmission delay is reduced. The 
simulation results show that NPSR algorithm has the better 
performance of message delivery than other routing algorithms. 
 

Index Terms—Delay/disruption tolerant network (DTN), 
routing, node performance, delivery probability, differentiated 
service. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Delay/disruption tolerant network (DTN) [1] is a new type 

of network which used in special application environment. 
The characteristic of the network is that the node is often 
intermittent on-off due to various factors [2]. Therefore, the 
traditional routing algorithm is no longer applicable; the 
research of the DTN routing algorithm is becoming a hot 
issue in recent years [3]. 

There are many classic DTN routing algorithms, including 
infectious disease algorithm (Epidemic) [4], PROPEHT 
algorithms [5], Spray and Wait algorithms [6] and so on. 
Epidemic algorithm [4] is a flooding algorithm based on 
multiple copy routing mechanism, which increased the 
connectivity between nodes using the node mobility, 
exchanged the message, transferred the message which 
produced by the source node to destination node eventually, 
and increased the transmission rate by increasing the number 
of copies. This algorithm is similar to the spread of infectious 
diseases, which transmit the copy of the messages to all the 
nodes, in order to improve the probability of successful 
delivery. The advantages are that it’s not need to forecast and 
estimate the link-state, and its implementation is easily. The 
disadvantages are that a large number of redundant copies to 
the network make both the resource utilization and the 
overall operation efficiency is low. In order to reduce 
flooding, PROPHET algorithm based on the encounter 
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probability between the nodes as the forwarding probability 
calculation, delivered the message to the nodes which had 
larger predictive value, so that improved the delivery rate of 
the message. But the indiscriminate treatment of the 
messages generated many redundant copies and increased the 
net work load. The Spray and Wait algorithm from controlled 
the copy of the message effectively using the quota method. 
It is divided into 2 stages, the Spray and Wait. In fact, the 
Spray stage is a kind of flooding, it based on a finite number 
of neighbors. The source node copied the message for L 
samples, and transmitted them to L nodes which they met 
with independently. If they found the destination node, the 
message transmission would be end, or they would enter into 
the Wait stage. The nodes carrying forward copies would be 
no longer transmitted, instead of waited to meet with 
destination node and transmitted the message to the 
destination node. This algorithm can control the network 
spending effectively, but it can also make the delivery 
success rate declined at the same time. 

In recent years, there are many improved algorithms have 
been proposed. Reference [7] improved the network 
utilization and reduced the time delay according to the 
priority of message unit management on the basis of the 
Epidemic algorithm. Reference [8] proposed a DTN routing 
based on delivery probabilistic forecasting. The probability 
calculation method is different from the PROPHET, and it 
estimated the delivery probability more accurately based on 
the historical information among the nodes. Reference [9] 
proposed the improvement mechanism which used ACK 
mechanism to remove redundant information and improved 
the utilization rate using token transmit technology to solve 
the problems that large cache consume and low efficiency 
based on the analysis of injection for routing. Reference 
[10]-[12] made full consideration for the characteristics of 
node, such as motility, centricity and similarity, which made 
the calculation result has more abundant connotation. Some 
new ideas were introduced to routing algorithms, such as [13] 
introduced Kalman filtering theory, [14] introduced the 
principle of ant colony algorithm, and these algorithms had 
improved the performance of the routing to different degrees. 

This study proposed a service-differentiated routing 
algorithm in DTN based on node performance -NPSR 
algorithm, and it was obtained from the distinction between 
service and a copy of the quota. This algorithm predicted the 
delivery probability of the node to the other nodes according 
to the history of the node information. Then it processed 
differentiated services according to the different priority of 
messages. Finally, it distributed the number of transmitting 
copies equitably according to the active degrees of nodes. It 
would be more targeted to change the network topology on 
the basis of making full use of the rule of on and off between 
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nodes due to considering the encounter probability difference 
between different nodes. Besides, distinguishing different 
priorities for services during message forwarding had 
enhanced the efficiency of forward and reduced the time 
delay. In addition, distributing the copies according to the 
activeness of nodes had reduced the redundant copies and 
improved the network utilization. 

 

II. SERVICE-DIFFERENTIATED ROUTING ALGORITHM BASED 
ON NODE PERFORMANCE 

This study proposed NPSR routing algorithm which main 
includes delivery probability estimation, differentiated 
services and copies distribution. Delivery probability 
estimation counted transmits probability according to the 
history meeting message of nodes. Differentiated services 
counted reference probability according to the priority of 
messages, and then chose the relay node. Copies distribution 
confirmed the quota of copies according to the performance 
of nodes, so as to complete the transmitting of copies. 

The mathematical symbols of this study are as shown in 
Table I. 

TABLE I: SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
Symbol The meaning of the symbols 
CM  The meeting record matrix of this node and other nodes 

N  The collection of all the nodes in the networks 

( , )c i k  The meeting record of this node s  and node i  at k time 

( )sp i  The meeting probability of this node s and node i  

( , )sp i j  
The relay delivery probability from node s  to node j  

through node i  

, ( )d sp j  
The equivalent delivery probability from node s  to node 
j  

C  The parameter of messages priority 

, ( )r sp j  
The reference delivery probability from node s  to node 
j  

 

A. The Probabilistic Forecasting Based on Meeting 
Messages’ History 
Fig. 1 showed the simple diagram of the DTN network, the 

dashed line means the connection between nodes is 
intermittent interrupted connection (intermittent meeting), 
the location of the nodes in the diagram doesn’t mean the 
actual relative position. 

node 

node 

nodes
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j

 
Fig. 1. The simple diagram of the network. 

 
The NPSR routing algorithm used the probability 

computing method based on history information, and every 
node maintains a meeting record matrix CM . 

Definition 1 Meeting record matrix CM . 

{ }( , ) |1 ,1CM c i k i N k K= ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  
CM  recorded the meeting situation of the current node 

with the other nodes in a recent period of time (take K  time 
units). If the current node is s , and node s  connected with 
node s  at k th ( Kk ≤≤1 ) time unit, then the corresponding 
element 1),( =kic  in the matrix, or ( , ) 0c i k = .Every row of 
the matrix is a queue which length is K  essentially, the 
queue would move forward a step when status updates every 
time, and the state at K the time unit would join the tail of the 
queue. In this way, the meeting information of the node in 
recent period of time would ensure the record of the meeting 
record matrix. 

The meeting probability of the current node s with the 
other nodes could be received according to the meeting 
record matrix. The meeting probability of the node s  with 
node i  at lately K  time units could be used to express the 
meeting probability ( )sp i  of two nodes at next time unit. 

 
( , )

( )s

c i k
p i

K
= ∑

               (1) 

 
Obviously, the more frequently the nodes meeting in a 

recent period of time, the more likely to be meet in the next 
time, or it would decrease. The meeting records and the 
meeting probability would update at the end of each time 
unit. 

Assumes that the destination node is j , in order to count 
the relay delivery probability that the message of node s  
send to node j  through node i ( , )sp i j  , the equivalent 
delivery probability from node i  to node j  , ( )d ip j  should 
be counted first. It is should be explanted that the equivalent 
delivery probability of two nodes is usually not only one hop 
or one link. In fact, it is multiple paths come down to a 
general delivery probability between two nodes. 

There are two possible paths from node i  to node j , that 
through or not through node s . 

 
, , ,( ) 1 (1 ( , ))(1 ( ))d i i d i sp j p s j p j−= − − −           (2) 

 
In this equation, )(,, jp sid −  means the general delivery 

probability that from node i  to node j  not through node s , 
it can be received that 

 

),(1
)(1

1)( ,
,, jsp

jp
jp

i

id
sid −

−
−=−                     (3) 

 
So, the relay delivery probability that the message of node 

s  send to node j  through node i  ( , )sp i j  could be 
expressed that 

 
 , ,( , ) ( ) ( )s s d i sp i j p i p j−= ×           (4) 

 
The equivalent delivery probability from node s  to node 

j  could be count from the relay delivery probability 
 

,
1

( ) 1 (1 ( , ))
N

d s s
i

p j p i j
=

= − −∏                    (5) 
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When node s  meet with node i , the relay delivery 

probability ( , )sp i j  and the equivalent delivery probability 
from node s  to node j  , ( )d sp j  could be received according 
to (4) and (5). The pseudo-code of the delivery probability 
algorithm is shown in Algorithm I. 

ALGORITHM I: THE DELIVERY PROBABILITY 
INPUT： timecurrent _  
1. IF ( 0_%_ =unittimetimecurrent ) THEN 
2. UPDATE CM  
3. UPDATE )(ips  as (1) for each node i  
4. IF node s  contact node i  THEN 
5. UPDATE ),( jips and )(, jp sd  as (4)(5) for each node j  

6. END IF 
7. END IF 

 

B. The Differentiated Service Based on the Message 
Priority 
The differentiated service means distinguish different 

priority of messages to service. It should be increased its 
forwarding probability when a high-priority message being 
forwarded, so that the messages’ copy quantity could be kept 
at a higher level and it could also improve the accessibility. 
The second-rate messages should be forwarded in a normal 
probability. The balanced network traffic should be taken as 
the principal thing when forwarded the low priority messages. 
And it could make less copy of the message transmission in 
the network, the accessibility was also correspondingly 
reduced. 

According to the different priorities, this study adopted the 
reference probability. The relationship between the reference 
probability and the delivery probability is  

 
)()( ,, jpCjp sdsr ⋅=                          (6) 

 
When the priority is high, 1C < .When the priority is 

middle, 1C = .When the priority is low, 1C > . Thus it can be 
seen that the messages with different priorities still have 
different reference delivery probability under the same 
meeting probability. 

With two jump retransmission as an example to analyze 
the use of the reference delivery probability, assumption for 
the current node is s  carrying message m , and its 
destination node is j . When node s  meet with node i , 
compared the relay delivery probability ( , )sp i j  of node i  
with the reference delivery probability , ( )r sp j  of node s , if 

,( , ) ( )s r sp i j p j> , then transmit this message, or don’t 
transmit it. It is easy to get this result that , ,( ) ( )r s d sp j p j>  
when the priority of the message is low. There are 1l  meeting 
nodes of node s  whose relay delivery probability are greater 
than their equivalent delivery probability , ( )d sp j , and there 
are 2l  nodes whose relay probability are greater than the 
reference delivery probability , ( )r sp j . If it didn’t introduced 
the reference probability to conduct the differentiated service, 
there would be 1l  relay nodes would receive the 

retransmission copies. And if it considered the reference 
probability, there would be 2l  relay nodes could receive the 
retransmission copies. Because , ,( ) ( )r s d sp j p j> , the 
number of relay nodes under the condition of introduced the 
reference probability is 2l which is less than that haven’t 
introduced the reference probability which is 1l . Obviously, 
the differentiated service limited the forwarding of low 
priority messages through reducing the number of the relay 
node. But the forwarding of high priority messages is on the 
contrary. 

Therefore, the reference delivery probability of the high 
priority messages decreased in corresponding, and there 
would be more relay nodes satisfied with the requirement of 
retransmission copies, thus it would improve the 
transmission efficiency. The reference delivery probability of 
the middle priority messages was equal to the equivalent 
delivery probability, and it would be forwarded according to 
the normal process. The reference delivery probability of the 
low priority messages increased in corresponding, and the 
number of relay nodes which could forward messages would 
be limited so that the transmission efficiency would be 
reduced. 

C. The Allocation Strategy of Copies Based on the Activity 
of Nodes 
It is necessary to focus on solving the problem of that the 

allocation strategy of retransmission copies after decided the 
relay node, namely how many message copies would be 
distributed to the relay node. The current node connected and 
exchanged information with relay node, but it didn’t mean 
that the copies of the current node had transmitted to the relay 
node completely. This was because of that the capacity of the 
current node was equal to the relay node. The current node 
should retain some copies or it would lead to invalid transfer 
for a large number of copies. 

The activity of nodes was as an important indicator to 
evaluate the performance of nodes, the higher activity of 
nodes would have a greater chance to connect with the other 
nodes, and the transmission efficiency would be higher if the 
message copies transmitted to this kind of node. It is 
generally believed that the node contacted more nodes the 
higher activity it had. Therefore, the number of meeting 
nodes showed the activity of node. Each node maintains a 
meeting node vector quantity called E . 

Definition 2 The gather vector quantity of the meeting 
node called E . 

 
{ }|1 ,0E i i N E N= ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤  

 
E records the collection that the current node meeting with 

every node. Firstly, checking whether the node i  was 
included in the collection E  when node s  connected with 
node i . If it didn’t in the collection E , put node i  into the 
collection E . The value of E  was the activity of node, and 

its initial value was 0 and no more than N . 
One kind of allocation strategy was distributed according 

to the proportion of activity. Node s  carrying L copies of 
message m , its destination node was j , the relay nodes 
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which conformed to the conditions were i  respectively, then 
the relay node would be assigned iL  copies in corresponding. 
According to the analysis above, the higher activity of node 
was, the more message copies would be distributed. The 
lower activity of node was, the less message copies would be 
distributed. According to this principle, the computing 
method of counting the number of copies that the relay node 
i  should be got was as shown in (7). 

 
i

i
i s

E
L L

E E
= ⋅

+
                              (7) 

 
Among them, sE  means the activity of node s , iE  

means the activity of node i . At this moment, the rest 
number of copies for node s  was  

 
s

s
i s

E
L L

E E
= ⋅

+
                            (8) 

 
The pseudo-code of copies forwarding algorithm is shown 

in Algorithm II. 

ALGORITHM II: COPIES FORWARDING 
INPUT: node s  met with node i  
1. FOR each message m  in buffer of s  
2. ←j destination node of m  
3. UPDATE )(, jp sd  and ),( jips  

4. ←C priority of m  
5. UPDATE )(, jp sr  

6. IF ( )(),( , jpjip srs > ) THEN 

7. INSERT m  into delivery list 

8. L
EE

E
L

si

i
i ⋅

+
←  

9. L
EE

E
L

si

s
s ⋅

+
←  

10. IF 0=iL  
11. DELETE m  from delivery list 
12. END IF 
13. SEND replicas of m  to node i  
14. IF 0=sL  
15. DELETE m  from buffer of s  
16. END IF 
17. END FOR 

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

A. Simulation Environment Setting 
TABLE II: SIMULATION PARAMETER SETTING 

Simulation parameter Value 
Area 2000m×2000m 

Number of nodes 30 
Message size 250KB 

Interval that messages generated 30s 
Sending rate of node data 128KB/s 

Buffer memory space of node 2-10MB 
Survival time 120min 

Simulation time 20000s 

 
This study conducted simulation experiment to analyze 

and compare the performance of NPSR with two popular 
routing algorithms, Epidemic and PROPHET. All 

simulations were performed in the simulator The ONE [15]. 
The area of the simulation scene was 2000m×2000m, the 
number of nodes was 30, 5 of them were fixed nodes and 25 
of them were mobile nodes. The simulation time was 20000s. 
The simulation experiment evaluated the routing algorithm 
through 2 performance indicators. It analyzed based on the 
change of the buffer memory space of node and message size. 
The simulation parameters were shown in Table II. 

B. The Analysis of Simulation Result 

1)  The performance comparison under the change of the 
buffer memory space.  
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（a） The delivery rate of messages 
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（b） The average delay 

Fig. 2. The size of the node buffer memory space effects on algorithm 
performance. 

 
Fig. 2(a) described the buffer memory space of node 

influenced the message delivery rate. It could be seen from 
the figure that the message delivery rate of NPSR was 
superior to Epidemic and PROPHET. With the increase of 
the buffer memory space of node, the message delivery rate 
of 3 algorithms were all increasing. It was because that the 
buffer memory space increasing allowed the node carrying 
more messages, and more messages could be forwarded 
effectively, the message delivery rate was also improved. In 
the Epidemic algorithm, the node copied and forwarded the 
messages to all the nodes that it met directly. This approach 
didn’t consider the rule of nodes connection, it also had no 
targeted control to the flow direction of messages, and its 
delivery success rate was low relatively. The PROPHET 
algorithm had considered the rule of node meeting, and it 
forwarded the message to the nodes which could meet 
destination node easier, so its delivery success rate was 
higher than the Epidemic algorithm. The adaptation on 
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forwarding probability updating of the NPSR algorithm was 
better. This algorithm distinguished the messages reasonably 
according to the different priorities, guided the messages 
forwarding to the destination node which could be reached 
easier. It balanced the network load and improved the 
efficiency of delivery so that it had higher delivery success 
rate than the PROPHET algorithm. 

Fig. 2 (b) described the size of the node buffer memory 
space effects on the average delay. It could be seen from the 
figure that the average delay increased as the buffer memory 
space increasing. It was because that the increasing of the 
buffer memory space must lead to the node carrying more 
messages, and the message could not be forwarded in time 
leaded to it was carried in the cache for a long time, so that 
the delay increased. Among them, the average delay of the 
NPSR was lower than the PROPHET but higher than the 
Epidemic. It was because that the Epidemic algorithm used 
flooding mechanism. And it did not need to forecast the 
link-state estimate, either needs node selection. Its 
implementation process was simple so that the average delay 
was smaller. The PROPHET and NPSR algorithm were all 
considered the forecast the link-state estimate and node 
selection, which required a lot of time to do the information 
and relevant calculation. The latter distinguished the 
messages reasonably according to the different priorities 
when it was forwarding the messages, which had reduced 
unnecessary forwarding process so that it had shorter delay 
than the prophet. 
2)  The comparison of the performance under the change 
of the message size 
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（a） The delivery rate of message. 
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（b） The average delay. 
 Fig. 3. The message size effect on the algorithm performance. 

Fig. 3(a) described the change of the message size effected 
the message delivery rate. It was can be seen from the figure 
that the delivery rate of the 3 algorithms was declined with 

the increasing of the message size. It was because that the 
increasing of the message size could lead to reduce the 
number of messages that the node carrying under the 
restriction of the buffer memory space, and some messages 
couldn’t be kept for a long time but failed to be forwarded. 
The Epidemic algorithm used flooding mechanism, namely 
meeting and forwarded. It would be soon to reach the 
limitation of network load with the increasing of the message 
size so the delivery rate was lower than the PROPHET and 
NPSR. The NPSR algorithm introduced the concept of 
reference probability when forwarding the message. It 
selected forwarding nodes which were more suitable for the 
different service level messages, and it also controlled the 
number of copies more accurate when forwarding, so the 
NPSR algorithm was still having higher message delivery 
rate than the PROPHET algorithm even under the increasing 
of the message size situation. 

Fig. 3(b) described the change of the message size effected 
the average delay. It was can be seen from the figure that the 
average delay of the 3 algorithm was increasing as the 
increasing of the message size. It was because that the 
increasing of the message size would take up a lot of buffer 
memory space so that made the message congestion, which 
leaded to the message couldn’t be forwarded in time and 
increased the average time delay. Among them, the time 
delay of the Epidemic algorithm was greater than the other 
two algorithms. It was because that the messages spread 
quickly using a similar virus message transmission 
mechanism. And at the same time it was also generated a 
large amount of redundancy easily which made the network 
utilization reach to saturation and affected the efficiency of 
the message forwarding seriously, so that the average delay 
was the largest. While the NPSR and PROPHET algorithm 
were all adopt the probabilistic routing method. Every time 
the copies were delivered to the optimal relay node, but the 
NPSR algorithm had made an equitable distribution for the 
number of the copies according to the activity of the nodes, 
controlled the copy redundancy effectively, so that its 
average time delay was smaller. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This study had done several aspects as followings for the 

DTN network routing problem. 
It had proposed the NPSR routing algorithm for DTN 

network. This algorithm proceeded the counting of the 
forwarding probabilistic forecasting and update between 
nodes. And this algorithm was even more conformed to the 
rule of the node movement. 

The NPSR routing algorithm had introduced the idea of the 
differentiated service. It distinguished the messages in the 
convection communication according to the different 
brackets, which could improve the transmission efficiency of 
message. 

It had made an equitable distribution for the number of the 
copies according to the activity of the nodes and improved 
the network utilization. 

Compared the routing performance of the NPSR algorithm 
with the Epidemic and prophet algorithm, the simulation 
result showed that the routing performance of the NPSR 
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algorithm was better than the Epidemic and prophet 
algorithm in the meteor trail communication system. 

The next step will apply the conclusion of this study to the 
more complex meteor trail communication system, and put 
forward more efficient routing algorithm. 
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